
Charging The Jade Egg

Hello and welcome back to the Art Of Power module in the Powerfully Feminine Intensive, 
I'm Candice Oneida.

In this lesson I'm going to be showing you how to prepare and presence your Jade Egg in 
readiness to be used in the proceeding practices.

Today you'll learn how to:

1. Charge and clean your egg
2. String your egg
3. Familiarize yourself with it by being playful and explorative
4. Do after care on your Jade Egg

Congratulations on receiving your precious Jade Egg!

This little egg is going to, simply, transform your life...

The following instructions will assist you to begin your relationship with your jade egg and 
how to start your personal adventure in reclaiming your full sexual health and power.



1. Charging and cleaning the egg

When you first get your egg you will need to clean it in readiness for the practices that we 
are going to do with it.  There are a few methods that I would suggest that you use to do 
this.
1. Boil the egg for 10 minutes and then let it cool.  This ensures that the egg is 
disinfected and ready for use.
2. Place the egg in a saline solution.  You can do this by putting a tablespoon of salt into 
a cup of warm water.  You simply immerse the egg into the solution and leave it there for a 
day.  Now, I love this method because you can also 'charge' the egg in a place that you like 
the energy of.  For example:  you can leave it in a window with the sun beaming down on it, 
or you could leave it under the light of the full moon.  Your choice of what you'd like to 
charge the egg with.  Be creative and intuitive with this.  It's your egg.  Charge it with the 
energy of what you like.  This charged energy will then be in your egg for when you start 
doing the practices with it.

2. How to string the egg

Now that your egg is clean and charged, use a piece of unflavored and unwaxed floss.  Cut a
piece a little under the length from your wrist to your armpit.  Fold it in half and tie the two 
loose ends together.  Now thread the looped end of the floss into the hole in your egg like 
you would thread a needle, pull it through and insert the tied-off loose ends into the loop 
and pull it tight.

You now have a tail on your egg and a way to pull it out after you have done your practices.



3. Familiarize yourself with it by being playful and explorative

Before I ever use my egg I have a personal technique whereby I place the egg inside of my 
panties to warm it up!  There is nothing more shocking to our vagina that cold things!  So, 
let's warm the egg up first.  I'll leave it there whilst I meditate or even do yoga postures to 
get it up to body temperature before inserting it into the vagina for any practices. 

In our training calls we are going to go into structured techniques for how to use the egg.  
But, for right now, it would be a great thing for you if you started to develop a relationship to
the egg.

Here is a way that I'd suggest that you do this:

Make some uninterrupted time to get comfortable and relaxed.  Take your panties off and lie
down on the floor on a yoga mat.  Make sure that you are warm and comfortable.  
Start with some deep breaths and connecting to your heart.  Take the egg in your fingers and
introduce it to the opening of your vagina (called the entroitus).  Make slow gentle circles of 
the egg around the opening and watch for the feelings and sensations that you experience 
whilst you are doing this.
Now, look for the perfect angle to insert the egg into your body.  Then, inhale and slowly 
begin to pulse your entroitus as if you are trying to suck the egg in.  On the exhale imagine 
your vagina is 'yawning' wide open.  Then, when you are ready gently suck the egg inside 
your vagina using this vacuum that you are creating.  Use some gentle pressure of your finger
to help it in if you need to.   

Now that it's inside, breath and connect again to your heart.

So, from here you can chose to simply leave the egg in for a little while or up to as long as a 
day.  You will know when you want it to come out.  The thing to watch for here is when you 
go to the bathroom, as the bearing down will tend to push the egg out.  So you can chose to
take it out then or simply finish with it for the day.  
Or, you can chose to take the egg out whenever you want to.  To do this, simply bear down 
to push it out or you can gently pull on the string to bring it out.

4. Egg after care

Be sure to clean the egg every time after practicing.

Firstly, remove the floss.  Then run the entire egg under warm water.  Blow through the hole 
to clear out any build up.  You can also run a pipe cleaner through the hole every so often to 
ensure that there is no build up.

Let it sit out to dry.  Do NOT use soap.   If you are concerned about germs you can put a few
drops of tea tree or lavender oil in a glass of warm water.  You can also occasionally give the 



egg another salt bath to clear any build up of energy and to charge it again whenever you 
like.

Enjoy getting to know your egg.  It is going to become your best friend!

In review, what you've learned today is how to:

1. Charge and clean your egg
2. String your egg
3. Familiarize yourself with it by being playful and explorative
4. Do after care on your Jade Egg

Now, head on over to the “Powerfully Feminine Facebook Page” and share one key 
reflection that you gained from the lesson today.

Great job and I'll see you in the next lesson called “Power Of The Pussy 01” where you will 
learn the background, purpose and then way to use your Jade Egg to bring you unlimited 
power and juiciness back into your life.


